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We've all seen the news over the last few years, watching in wonder and disbelief at the situations

the people entrusted to run the country get themselves into and then proceed to lie their way out of.

Just imagine--and this won't be hard--that they were so stupid they wrote reviews of the items that

got them into or out of their latest bits of trouble and posted them online. Ted Williebond is angry,

not only at having to settle for running the opposition but also for the bullying he had to endure at

school by Cameron Davies and Gary Osburn, who now run the government and don't mind pointing

that out to Ted every time they see him. Join Ted as he foolishly leaves reviews of such items as

Silly String, vodka, and thick curtains as he tries his hardest to bring down the coalition. On the

other side of the fence, we've got Daniel Dangly, a foolhardy, old-school politician from

Southamptonshire who, try as he might, cannot outrun the press, who seem to stalk him for easy

stories; and Elouise Munch, a career girl more concerned about who's defaced her designer

handbag than the people in her constituency. Neither Cameron Davies nor Ted Williebond runs the

show, though; in fact Betty Rivers, the CEO of Information Inc., does. It can't work out well, can it?

Welcome to The Idiot Government Reviews.
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These are a series of product reviews by alleged members of British Parliament. Some are

humorous but, unless you are a British subject and used to the antics of the members of the House

of Commons and House of Lords, a lot of the "humor" will sail right by you. I gave it 3 stars because

I thought some were cute.



I really enjoy this bloke's stuff. Very funny and observant. Nothing profound on the face of it but

quite pointed when you read between the lines. Should be required reading for Politicians. Peter O

This book is a collection of humorous stories about the British Tory and the Labour parties. Included

are odd and laughable things that happen to the Tories when their pants are down. Each party

takes little jabs at the other party. Party members play pranks on each other. They spend most of

their time trying to make their rivals appear foolish.PM's and MP's connive to take each other down

through ruination. This book covers lying tactics and techniques for looking innocent when guilty.

There are hilarious stories about pranks that backfire. MP's trying to get embarrassing

photos/videos of the opposition party members which they upload to YouTube from their `other

account.' Revenge is also a theme.You'll laugh at dozens of witty little truisms like:"Yes, we are the

Government and normal cuts don't really apply to us, but we must make it seem that way."And

something the author claims is a truism:"The great thing about being a Conservative is that we're all

stupid or corrupt. There's lots of chances for career enhancement, what with all the constant

reshuffles when someone forgets they're on camera or is caught out doing something or other."This

book is a cleaver sales tool. Each story starts with a featured item in the story that is for sale and a

link to  where you can purchase the item, maybe the links will save MP's, PM's, and US

congressmen some of their valuable time. After reading this book, there is little doubt that their

saved time is likely spent on schemes to commit illegal deeds, or on their genitalia.I laughed out

loud several times. I laughed uncontrollably at least once or twice.

Well. First of all congratulation for the Author, as this book is just amazing. Straight from the

beginning its catch your attention, and drag you trough the whole book. The funny fact is, how the

book been write. You can recognise who are the real peoples behind the characters. The facts been

highlighted in the book ..well its make everyone think. After the book you will realise how useless job

they make in the government, and how much they care about the country. I read this book over 2-3

day, but if you have a lot of time you can easly read it in one sitting. Really Funny and enjoyable.

Highly Recommended!

I have read most of the Idiot books by this author and I have to say that I have laughed out loud on

more than one occasion. I can recall a specific time I laughed so hard while reading that I was

shaking the bed and caused my wife to stir.The premise to the Idiot review series is to tell a story of



a group of less intelligent than they perceive themselves (hence "idiot") reviewing products. The

author cleverly uses these reviews to tell a multi-perspective story, which unfolds the more you

make your way through the book.Perhaps the great struggle some may have is British-style of

humor. If you enjoyed Monty Python, I believe you too will find this book worth the read.

This book is extremely entertaining, especially if you have any particular interest in government or

politics. It takes the same form and concept as the author's other books in the series, but with a new

government take that keeps the idea fresh and unique. Such a funny book, highly recommended!

Good satireI'm not an overly political person, however, after reading the other idiot review books I

had to get this. I must say i wasn't disappointed. Just as funny as the others and completely original

and stand alone. A really good satirical book.

Writing satire is a risky proposition. I know. Sometimes idiots read it and they think it's actually

reporting instead of, well, satire.For the record, it's about the Brits, but could easily apply to any

national government.I belly laughed my way through it. If you are able to distinguish between

satirical humor and reality, it's a buy signal from me.
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